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Configuring Client Hyper-V



Module Overview

• Overview of Client Hyper-V

• Creating Virtual Machines

• Managing Virtual Hard Disks

• Managing Checkpoints



Lesson 1: Overview of Client Hyper-V

• Purpose and Functionality of Client Hyper-V

• Scenarios for Using Client Hyper-V



Purpose and Functionality of Client Hyper-V

• Windows feature that enables virtualization

• Client Hyper-V features:

• Shares many features with Hyper-V in 
Windows Server 2012 R2

• Support for 32-bit and 64-bit virtual machines

• No application-level virtualization

• Client Hyper-V requirements:

• 64-bit physical computer and 64-bit Windows 8.1

• SLAT, DEP, and 4 GB memory

• Client Hyper-V management tools:

• Hyper-V Manager

• Virtual Machine Connection

• Hyper-V module for Windows PowerShell



Scenarios for Using Client Hyper-V

• Using a self-contained, multiple node test 
environment

• Testing apps in various operating systems

• Troubleshooting production Hyper-V virtual 
machines

• Creating isolated networks for testing

• Using checkpoints to undo changes

• Demonstrating features in an isolated environment

• Running apps that are not compatible with 
Windows 8.1 

• Using preconfigured trial virtual hard disks from 
Microsoft



Lesson 2: Creating Virtual Machines

• Creating a Virtual Machine

• Configuring Virtual Machine Settings

• Running Virtual Machines



Creating a Virtual Machine

• A virtual machine has virtual hardware devices

• Only devices that Hyper-V supports can be used

• Create a virtual machine by using Hyper-V Manager: 

• Virtual machine name and location

• Virtual machine generation

• Amount of memory and if Dynamic Memory is used

• Connect a network adapter to virtual switch

• Create or connect a virtual hard disk

• Specify installation media for installing an operating 
system

• New-VM Windows PowerShell cmdlet

• Limited set of options for creating a virtual machine



Creating a Virtual Machine



Configuring Virtual Machine Settings

• Only limited options are available during creation:

• Many more options are available after a virtual machine is 
created

• Configuration options depend on the generation of a virtual 
machine

• Most settings can be configured only if turned off:

• Adding or removing hardware components

• Configuring memory, processor, disk settings

• Few settings are configurable while a virtual machine is running:

• Connecting a network adapter to a virtual switch

• Adding or removing a virtual hard disk to or from a SCSI controller

• Enabling or disabling integration services

• Use Hyper-V Manager or Windows PowerShell:

• SetSetSetSet----VM, AddVM, AddVM, AddVM, Add----VMHardDiskDrive, AddVMHardDiskDrive, AddVMHardDiskDrive, AddVMHardDiskDrive, Add----VMNetworkAdapterVMNetworkAdapterVMNetworkAdapterVMNetworkAdapter



Configuring Virtual Machine Settings



Running Virtual Machines

• A virtual machine can be in one of the following 
states: 

• Off, starting, running, paused, and saved

• Enhanced session mode to virtual machines:

• Full Remote Desktop capabilities

• Shared Clipboard, printers, and USB device redirection 

• Windows 8.1 or Windows Server 2012 R2 required

• Virtual machines can be exported and imported 
between Client Hyper-V and Hyper-V:

• You can import a virtual machine without exporting it 
first



Lesson 3: Managing Virtual Hard Disks

• Overview of Virtual Hard Disks

• Configuring a Virtual Hard Disk

• Moving Virtual Hard Disk Storage



Overview of Virtual Hard Disks

• Provides storage for a virtual machine:

• Used as a physical disk within the virtual machine

• Can be added to an IDE or SCSI controller:

• Also can be mounted to a Windows 8.1 computer

• Can be in one of two formats:

• .vhd – up to 2,048 GB in size

• .vhdx – up to 64 TB in size

• Can be one of three types:

• Fixed size

• Dynamically expanding

• Differencing

• You can convert between VHD formats and types



Overview of Virtual Hard Disks

• A differencing disk stores changes from the 
parent:

• Parent disk should not change

• Differencing disk isolate changes

• Multiple differencing disks can use the same parent

• Increases overhead, lowers performance

• Can be used for standardized base images
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Configuring a Virtual Hard Disk

• Use fast physical disks or SSDs for storing virtual 
hard disks

• Multiple physical drives provide higher throughput:

• Also distribute disk I/O across physical drives

• Consider deploying a SAN for virtual hard disk 
storage:

• Virtual machines also can be run from SMB 3.0 shares

• Use virtualization-aware antivirus software

• Add a virtual hard disk to a virtual machine:

• Can be added to SCSI controller while a virtual machine is 
running

• Multiple virtual machines can access the same .vhdx

• QoS management



Moving Virtual Hard Disk Storage
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Lesson 4: Managing Checkpoints

• What Are Checkpoints?

• Creating and Managing Checkpoints

• Considerations for Working with Checkpoints



What Are Checkpoints?

• A  checkpoint is a point-in-time virtual machine state:

• Can be taken if a virtual machine is not in a paused state

• Contains virtual machine configuration, memory, and disk state

• Does not affect the running state of a virtual machine

• Primarily used for testing and development:

• Can cause issues in a distributed production environment

• Create differencing disk–decrease performance



Creating and Managing Checkpoints

• When created, a checkpoint cannot be modified:

• Only viewed, applied, exported, renamed, or deleted

• Checkpoint creation steps:
1. Pause virtual machine

2. Create differencing disk for each disk that virtual machine is using

3. Create a copy of virtual machine configuration

4. Resume virtual machine

5. Copy virtual machine memory to disk

• Checkpoint consists of:

• Configuration file (*.xml)

• Saved state file (*.vsv)

• Memory content (*.bin)

• Differencing disks (*.avhd)



Considerations for Working with Checkpoints

• Applying a checkpoint takes a virtual machine back 
in time

• Can have serious implications and result in corruption

• Vector-clock synchronizations are impacted

• Cryptography - reduces entropy of the random data 

• Distributed applications using clock vector algorithms 
have no awareness of running in a virtual environment

• Removes changes in virtual machine as if they never 
happened

• Checkpoint are not a replacement for backups

• Hyper-V projects Generation ID counter into a 
virtual machine



Lab: Configuring Client Hyper-V

• Exercise 1: Installing Client Hyper-V

• Exercise 2: Creating a Virtual Switch, a Virtual Hard 
Disk, and a Virtual Machine

Logon Information

Virtual machine: 20687D-LON-CL5
User name: Admin

Password: Pa$$w0rd

Estimated Time: 15 minutes



Lab Scenario

The Information Technology (IT) department at 
A. Datum Corporation wants to test several apps 
in different operating system environments prior 
to deploying the apps in production. Several 
members of the application testing team have 
expressed interest in creating virtual environments 
on their Windows 8.1 computers where they can 
create and configure virtual machines. You have 
been asked to demonstrate the process of 
creating an environment where apps can be 
tested.



Lab Review

• Why did you have to use a native boot from a 
Windows 8.1 virtual hard disk to complete this 
lab?

• In the lab, you created a private virtual switch to 
connect to the virtual machine. Would a private 
virtual switch be the logical choice if you were 
using the virtual machine for testing Windows 
Updates? Why or why not?



Module Review and Takeaways

• Review Questions

• Tools





Course Evaluation


